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About This Game

The Danish government wanted to annex the duchy of Schleswig to the Danish kingdom while the Prussian government, for
internal political and strategic reasons, wanted Schleswig to finally became a part of Germany.

A key element of Denmark's war strategy was the blockade of Germany's Baltic sea ports, thereby disrupting German overseas
trade and hindering Prussian naval operations in support the Prussian army. The supreme commander of the Prussian army

insisted that the navy attempt to breach the blockade.
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Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Totem Games
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 21 Jun, 2011

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 / Vista
Processor: Pentium 4 / Athlon 1.1 GHz or better
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: 128 MB GeForce 6600 / RADEON 9600 or better
DirectX®: DirectX 9.0C
Hard Drive:
Sound: DirectX Compatible/16-bit Sound PCI
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It's pretty bad, and that's disappointing considering this is one of very few games on this subject matter. You basically just steer
your ships around the map, watching the AI gunners do their thing. Got boring extremely quickly.

Better off avoiding this one.. Oh holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, I HAVE MADE A
TERRIBLE MISTAKE.. Oh holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, I HAVE MADE A
TERRIBLE MISTAKE.. this is surely the most innapropriate game for action lovers, but I liked it, I recommend it to patient
players (battles can be as long as 2 h ), i recommend buying the ironclads 2, it's better, but this game is ok, graphics are not bad
at all but the interface is not very beautiful
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